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Friday December 9, 2022

The only source dedicated exclusively to the emerging technologies shaping the future
of business and national security.

This week’s Next5 Matrix Monitor features TikTok accounts run by the Chinese
government's propaganda arm, China’s development of weapons for use against
satellites, SpaceX’s new business segment for US national security government

agencies, OpenAI’s new chatbot, NASA’s Orion spacecraft began its trip back to Earth,
venture capital investments in nuclear energy, The UK Royal Navy’s plans for crewless

submarines, quantum computers to uncover dark matter, and a new LookingGlass
report on ransomware groups highlighted by Dark Reading.



NEXT5 EDITOR’S HIGHLIGHTS
→ According to a new LookingGlass report, ransomware groups become more
sophisticated as the ransomware-as-a-service (RaaS) market matures, allowing them to
monetize ransomware in ways other than encryption, such as double and triple extortion.
LockBit, Conti, Alphv, Black Basta, and Vice Society were among the most prolific ransomware
gangs in the first half of 2022, focusing their attacks on US-based organizations. In the first six
months of the year, the report confirmed and attributed 1,133 ransomware attacks, as well as
207 data leaks across all active threat actor groups. The majority of the over 1,300 incidents
were caused by the top 15 most active ransomware groups, which included LockBit, Conti, and
Alphv. During the analysis period, ransomware gangs primarily targeted two industries:
manufacturing and industrial products, followed by engineering and construction, healthcare and
life sciences, and consumer and retail. The report also cited the rise of sophisticated software
and networks as a major contributor to ransomware's professionalization, with malicious actors
now offering RaaS, bug bounties, sales teams, and even customer support. LookingGlass CEO
Bryan Ware stated that a key reason for this professionalization is for economies of scale,
noting it enables ransomware gangs to make more money because they're improving
operations to enable scale and growth. #Cybersecurity #USA #RUS Dark Reading

→ The Pentagon established a new office to support technology investment critical for
national security, prompted by concern over China’s military advancement. On Thursday
December 1, the DoD announced the creation of the office of Strategic Capital, which will seek
to employ loans, guarantees, and other financial tools not typically used by the U.S. military
which mainly relies on contracts and grants. Jason Rathje has been named its inaugural
director. The effort rides a recent wave of interest among venture capitalists and startups
seeking business with the Department, and growing comfort with the U.S. government role in
industrial policy. The U.S. and its allies have long pressed China to stop helping favored
industries with subsidies, government preferences, and other interventions. Now they are
beginning to adopt a similar approach. In August, President Biden signed a bill to provide direct
industry subsidies as part of a $52B assistance package for new semiconductor fabs. China,
like the U.S., is focusing on technologies that it believes are critical to national security, but they
are throwing $900B of capital at it. Defense company executives, however, are wary of
initiatives that could crowd out existing funding sources, but still welcome the Pentagon’s
recognition that the commercial sector is now driving innovation. The new Office of Strategic
Capital, which does not have its own budget, is unlikely to direct any immediate funding to
companies. The staff will spend its first year analyzing where officials see an undercapitalization
of critical technologies like AI and quantum computing. #Geopolitics #USA #CHN #AI #QNT
WSJ

→ Beijing has begun cooperating with U.S. efforts to ensure American tech is not routed
to China’s military, in what appears to be a “positive step” in relations between the
countries according to Bloomberg. China’s Ministry of Commerce is helping its domestic
companies through end-use checks by the U.S., which Washington requires to take firms off its
Unverified List, according to anonymous sources. Chinese firms on the Unverified list have sixty
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days from October 7 to show their products will not go to a military end-use or risk being pushed
onto the U.S. Entity List, which prohibits trade with U.S. businesses or those using U.S.-sourced
technology without a license from Washington. The U.S. for years has worked to prevent
China’s military from obtaining advanced chips and other critical technology. Outside of this
point of friction, U.S.-China trade looks on a path to set a record this year with the U.S. already
importing more than $418B in goods from China in the first nine months of the year. #CHN
#USA #Geopolitics #SCRM #CHP Bloomberg

Analyst Comment: Next5 analysts assess that this article lacks credibility, that China has
no intention of complying with US restrictions, and that these efforts are likely a cosmetic
effort to continue trade relations.

DIGITALIZATION
→ TikTok accounts run by the Chinese government's propaganda arm have amassed
millions of followers and tens of millions of views, many of them on videos editorializing
on US politics without any indication that they were posted by a foreign government. The
accounts are managed by MediaLinks TV, a registered foreign agent and Washington DC-based
outpost of the main Chinese Communist Party television news outlet, China Central Television
(CCTV). The most popular are @Pandaorama, which posts cute videos about Chinese culture,
@The...Optimist, which posts about sustainability, and @NewsTokss, which covers national and
international news from the US. Many of the videos attacked specific US politicians before the
midterm elections and pushed divisive social issues, without clear labels disclosing they were
coming from state-controlled media. The most popular NewsTokss videos on TikTok today are
largely about divisive social issues in the United States, such as guns, abortion, and structural
racism — all of which were also used by Russian election meddling to divide Americans and
undermine trust in democratic institutions. These topics were also discussed earlier this year by
fake Facebook and Instagram accounts linked to a China-based election influence operation.
According to data posted on LinkedIn by a MediaLinks employee, @NewsToks garnered 8.3M
video views between May 8 and July 6, 2022, but only 57,600 profile views during the same
60-day period. It was previously reported that according to LinkedIn profiles, more than 300
employees at TikTok and ByteDance previously worked for Chinese state media. In addition to
the post claiming that @NewsToks generated 8.3M video views within 60 days, the LinkedIn
profile of a different, former producer also said that by March 2022, @Pandaorama had
accumulated more than 10M views, and @The...Optimist had garnered another 4.5M. #DIG
#Geopolitics #CHN #USA Forbes

→ Northeastern University secretly installed surveillance devices under desks in October
without informing students or seeking their consent, but students removed the devices,
hacked them, and forced the university to stop its surveillance. These sensors were
installed at night, without the students' knowledge or consent, and when questioned, they were
told it was part of a study on "desk usage." However, after the students found the devices, they
started removing the sensors, hacking into them, and working on an open-source guide so other
students could do the same. The university had claimed that the devices were secure and the
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data encrypted, but the students learned they were relatively insecure and unencrypted. After
hacking the devices, students wrote an open letter to the university requesting that the sensors
be removed because they were intimidating, part of a poorly designed study, and deployed
without IRB approval despite the fact that human subjects were at the center of the ostensible
study. Afterwards, the students took to Twitter and shared what became a semi-viral thread
documenting the entire timeline of events from the secret installation of the sensors. Hours later,
the sensors were removed. #DIG #Cybersecurity #USA VICE Tech Workers Coalition

→ The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) has quietly been testing
controversial facial recognition technology for passenger screening at 16 major domestic
airports, with plans to roll it out across the country as soon as next year. The TSA hasn’t
actually released hard data about how often its system falsely identifies people, through
incorrect positive or negative matches. Some of that might come to light next year when the
TSA has to make its case to the DHS to implement advanced facial recognition systems. TSA
claims it doesn’t use facial recognition for law-enforcement purposes. It also stated that it
minimizes holding on to our face data, so it isn’t using the scans to build out a new national
database of face IDs. TSA already has a plan to expand the scope of how it’s using the tech. It’s
running a pilot of a second system at a few airports where an individual doesn't even have to
present their physical ID for inspection. The TSA stated that all its databases are encrypted to
reduce hacking risk. However, the DHS revealed in 2019 that photos of travelers were taken in
a data breach that was accessed through the network of one of its subcontractors. The facial
recognition technology is not required, and those who are uncomfortable will still have to
present their ID. #DIG #BIO #Cybersecurity #USA MSN

→ Chinese authorities are using cellphone data to track down protesters who
demonstrated against the government's stringent Covid restrictions, according to a
recording of a phone call between a protester and police. One protester told CNN that they
received a phone call from a police officer on Wednesday, who revealed that they were tracked
because their cell phone signal was recorded near the protest site. In China, all mobile phone
users are required by law to register their real name and national identification number with
telecom providers. The protester was also told to report to a police station for questioning and to
sign a written record. When they asked why they had to comply, the caller said it was “an order
from the Beijing Municipal Public Security Bureau,” according to the recording. Some
demonstrators took precautions against being tracked or identified. Another protester said she
kept her phone on airplane mode during the demonstration. Furthermore, in Shanghai, where
crowds called for Xi's removal on two consecutive nights, police searched residents' cellphones
in the streets and subway for VPNs that can be used to circumvent China's internet firewall, or
apps such as Twitter and Telegram, which are banned in the country but have been used by
protesters. Police also confiscated the cell phones of those who were arrested, according to
protestors. A protester who was arrested over the weekend said police told them to hand over
their phone and password as "evidence." They expressed concern that police would export the
data on their phone after officers confiscated it and told them they could pick it up a week later.
Another protester claimed that when they were released, police returned their phone, but
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officers deleted the photo album and removed the WeChat social media app. #DIG #Geopolitics
#Cybersecurity #CHN CNN

→ TikTok is the only major social media platform that has significantly increased
advertising revenue this year, according to industry estimates, highlighting the economic
chill gripping the online ad market. Advertising spend on social media has grown just 4% this
year, down from 36% in 2021, according to MAGNA. The ad spending on social media is
estimated to increase by 7% next year, according to the analysis. TikTok's advertising revenue
doubled in 2022, hurting rivals Meta and Snap as the Chinese social media giant grew its
market share, according to a separate report published by GroupM. Magna's forecast reduced
total spending on traditional and digital advertising by 1.5 percentage points to 5% for 2023, a
significant decrease from the 7% growth rate in 2022. GroupM also cut its forecast for total ad
spending growth in 2023 by 0.5 percentage point to 5.9%. On the other hand, the US political
expenditure for the midterm elections nearly doubled to $13.6B from the previous midterm
election year, 2018; this was one positive development in the worldwide advertising sector. The
Winter Olympics in Beijing and the FIFA World Cup in Qatar were two other events that
increased advertising around the world this year. A significant drag on advertising growth this
year came from the Chinese economy, which economists at Nomura estimated will grow at just
4% next year as the toll from the country’s strict zero-Covid policy continues to weigh on
consumer confidence and restrict key supply chains. Magna and GroupM both forecast that the
Chinese advertising market will grow 6-7% next year as Covid-19 restrictions ease and the
government prioritizes economic expansion. #DIG #SCRM #Geopolitics #USA #CHN Financial
Times

SATELLITES & NAVIGATION
→ According to the DoD’s annual report on China's military capabilities, the PLA
continues to develop weapons for use against satellites in orbit. The report, released
November 29, calls out China for perpetuating investments in advanced military space
capabilities despite the regime’s public rhetoric against the militarization of space. The report
repeatedly mentions China’s dogged pursuit of “space superiority.” Other takeaways highlighted
by the Pentagon on China’s space strategy:

● China’s military has reorganized to better integrate cyberspace, space, and electronic
warfare into operations.

● China’s space strategy is expected to evolve, keeping pace with the application of new
space technology.

● The PLA views space superiority as an imperative to control information gathering and
communications.

● China’s perceptions of the importance of satellites in US military strategy and tactics
shape the PLA’s planning and campaigns.

● The PRC’s space enterprise continues to mature rapidly. Beijing’s goal is to become a
space power and surpass the US.
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● China is investing in modern satellite constellations for intelligence and surveillance,
high-data-rate communications, positioning navigation and timing, and weather
forecasting.

● China will continue to develop weapons for use against satellites in orbit to degrade and
deny its adversaries’ space capabilities.

#SAT #USA #CHN Space News

→ Amazon’s cloud computing division successfully ran a software suite on a satellite in
orbit, in a “first-of-its-kind” experiment, the company announced Tuesday, November 29.
Amazon Web Services (AWS) conducted the prototype satellite software demonstration through
partnerships with Italian company D-Orbit and Swedish venture Unibap. The experiment was
conducted over the past 10 months in low Earth orbit, using a D-Orbit satellite as the test
platform. The success of the AWS demo has implications across the space industry, as
spacecraft face a bottleneck in both data storage and communications while in orbit. A
“downlink,” the process of transferring data from orbit, requires a spacecraft to connect to a
ground station, with limitations such as the speed of the connection, or the time window in which
the spacecraft is above the ground station. AWS’ software automatically reviewed images to
decide which were the most useful to send to the ground. It also reduced the size of images by
up to 42%. According to AWS, the company demonstrated the capability to increase the
satellite’s productivity. #SAT #USA #ITA #SWE CNBC

→ SpaceX on December 2 revealed a new business segment called Starshield aimed at
US national security government agencies. This sector of SpaceX intends to leverage the
Starlink internet constellation in low Earth orbit to develop products  and services – including
secure communications, remote sensing, and space surveillance payloads – that are in growing
demand by US defense and intelligence organizations. According to the company, while Starlink
is designed for consumer and commercial use, Starshield is designed for government use, with
an initial focus on earth observation, communications, and hosted payloads. These statements
suggest that as SpaceX has expanded its reach in the national security launch and satellite
broadband markets, it needs to offer more specialized products to win big-ticket contracts.
Starshield will offer “end-to-end systems,” meaning complete services from launch vehicles to
satellites and user terminals. Satellite communications services offerings would draw from the
company’s experience in Ukraine, where Starlink demonstrated its ability to operate in a combat
zone. Starshield satellites would be equipped with laser terminals to make them interoperable
with military satellites. Interoperability is a key requirement as DoD wants to use commercial low
Earth orbit satellite capacity to transport data collected by remote sensing systems. Defense
officials warned the current Starlink  network, because of its highly proprietary technology,
cannot be integrated into a hybrid architecture that DoD hopes to build. #SAT #USA #RUS
#UKR Space News

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
→ In a survey conducted by MIT Technology Review of 150 Uber drivers in India, almost
half had been either temporarily or permanently locked out of their accounts as a result
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of problems with their picture. Many suspected that a change in their appearance, such as
facial hair, a shaved head, or a haircut, was to blame while another quarter of them believed it
was due to low lighting. Uber checks that a driver’s face matches what the company has on file
through a program called “Real-Time ID Check” which was rolled out in the US in 2016, in India
in 2017, and then in other markets. Uber stated in 2017 that this prevents fraud, protects drivers’
accounts from being compromised, and builds another layer of accountability into the app to
ensure the right person is behind the wheel. In other markets, gig workers have fought back
against facial recognition. In the UK, for example, at least 35 Uber drivers claimed last year that
their accounts were wrongly terminated. The Independent Workers’ Union of Great Britain has
blamed a “racist algorithm,” and Uber has faced at least two lawsuits in the UK because of the
software. #AI #DIG #USA #IND #GBR MIT Technology Review

→ OpenAI’s ChatGPT, a new chatbot that instructs users on various tasks, has sparked
concern surrounding its safety and content filters. Chatbots are not a new technology, but
ChatGPT has already impressed many technologists with its ability to mimic human language
and speaking styles while also providing coherent and topical information. Some people
theorized that Google could lose its value as the number one search engine because of the
early success of the chatbot. Yet public interest in the new AI chatbot also comes with concern
from some who say it could be used in nefarious ways by bad actors who ask it to explain
something like how to design a weapon or how to assemble a homemade explosive. One user
shared an image appearing to show a method for getting the bot to explain the process of
making a Molotov cocktail. Researchers and programmers often use questions about how to
make Molotov cocktails and how to hot-wire cars as a way to check an AI's safety and content
filters. On Thursday, December 1, the demand for ChatGPT was so high that OpenAI CEO Sam
Altman tweeted that the company was working to accommodate those who wanted to use it. #AI
#USA NBC TechCrunch

NEXT GENERATION COMMUNICATIONS
→ An op/ed claims now that 5G is being rolled out around the world, the race for 6G is on,
and this is a contest not only for technology, but also for geopolitical influence between
China and the democratic West. The battle over 5G appears to have been a foreshadowing of
the looming 6G battle. Huawei now has far superior technological capabilities than it did when
5G was in development, with the telecoms giant claiming that its 6G network will "continue the
transformation from connected people and things to connected intelligence." Nokia, Samsung,
and Ericsson, which has long been regarded as the world's most advanced mobile-infrastructure
innovator, are also key players in the race. Ericsson announced recently the launch of a 6G
research initiative in the UK, bringing together academics and industry partners to build
resilience and security into the world's future digital infrastructure. Despite Huawei's 5G
setbacks in Western countries as a result of sanctions, the company is a tech giant that
dominates a myriad of developing markets, not to mention the Chinese market. And, because
today's revenues fund tomorrow's innovation, Huawei possesses various resources — as well
as the intellectual depth of China's research institutes. In comparison, Ericsson's and its
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Western competitors' research is bound to be more limited and fragmented by market rivalry.
Braw contends that if Western countries do not collaborate, they will be forced to accept
Huawei's 6G. #5G #DIG #Geopolitics #CHN #GBR #FIN #KOR #SWE #EUR #USA Financial
Times

→ Consulting firm Strand Consult produced research that found almost all operators in
Europe have replaced Huawei equipment or are bound to do so. At the end of 2019, three
European countries operated with 100% Chinese 4G RAN technology, including Belgium - the
host country of most EU institutions. At the other extreme, countries like Slovakia, Ireland, and
Finland have minimal exposure to Chinese tech. Of the big countries, Germany was the one
that used more Chinese technology at 57% with Italy second at 52%. The Netherlands is at 47%
and Spain at 36%. France by contrast is the most decoupled from the big countries with only
25% Chinese 4G RAN equipment. Big operators using more Chinese equipment include BT,
Vodafone, and Deutsche Telekom, while Orange and Telefonica have lower figures. At the
extremes were companies like Proximus in Belgium, with 100% Chinese RAN technology, while
Telekom Austria used 0%. Strand plans to release figures for 2022 in the coming weeks. #5G
#SCRM #Geopolitics #EUR #CHN Eurasia Review

→ The US federal government is planning to invest $1.5B to promote the development of
a standards-based alternative to Huawei's 5G equipment. Experts and the government
agree that having such equipment made only by a handful of companies overseas poses
economic and national security risks, with the most affordable products coming from China's
Huawei. The most likely effort to benefit from the new funding is known as ORAN (Open Radio
Access Network), which uses standard computing equipment to replace proprietary hardware
from companies such as Nokia, Ericsson, and Huawei. The federal government is launching the
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program with a public comment period that will last until January 23, 2023 and will draw funds
from the Chips and Science Act. "The highly consolidated global market for wireless equipment
creates serious risks for both consumers and US companies,” Alan Davidson, Assistant
Secretary of Commerce for communications and information and NTIA administrator, said in a
statement. None of the major cellular equipment manufacturers are based in the United States,
with Ericsson, Nokia, and Samsung dominating the high end, and China's Huawei and ZTE
dominating the low end. The decision to expand efforts like ORAN could bolster the US
government's efforts to persuade other countries to stop using Chinese-made equipment,
according to an analyst. The agency intends to hold listening sessions in January and must
make the first grants by August. #5G #DIG #Geopolitics #SCRM #USA #CHN Axios

FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY
→ The collapse of the exchange FTX demonstrates how the crypto industry built in the
aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis has strayed far from its original ideals, with the
industry now struggling to find a way forward. Many cryptocurrency supporters are calling
for more drastic changes, urging investors to avoid storing their digital holdings with large
corporations and instead turn to more experimental platforms run entirely by code. FTX's
demise, however, demonstrates how far crypto remains from fulfilling its original goals and
gaining widespread acceptance. Consumer skepticism has grown this year as a result of major
financial losses, criminal investigations, and a more skeptical regulatory climate in Washington.
Changpeng Zhao, Binance's CEO, stated at a conference last month that the implosion of FTX
would set the industry back years. Following previous crashes, the crypto industry has
recovered, attracting big-name investors who have poured even more money into experimental
companies. However, the collapse of FTX has been widely described as the worst moment in
the industry's brief history. Some prominent crypto figures have attempted to spin FTX's demise
as a positive development, arguing that it will redirect energy toward finding practical
applications for the technology. Washington's scrutiny has also increased. The SEC's chair,
Gary Gensler, has promised to pursue crypto companies for securities law violations. On
December 13, the House Financial Services Committee will hold a hearing to investigate FTX's
demise. #FIN #Geopolitics #DIG #USA NY Times

AEROSPACE & SPACE
→ NASA’s Orion spacecraft began its trip back to Earth on December 1 with the first of
two maneuvers that will put the spacecraft on course for a splashdown in the Pacific
Ocean next week. The main engine in Orion’s service module fired for 1 minute at 45 seconds,
nudging the spacecraft out of the distant retrograde orbit around the moon it had been in since
November 25. Orion performed a second maneuver, called the return powered flyby, on
December 5 to set up a reentry and splashdown off the California coast on December 11.
According to NASA managers, the spacecraft continued to perform well with only minor issues,
freeing up controllers to perform additional tests of the spacecraft to help reduce the risks for
astronauts on Artemis 2, the first crewed mission. NASA has added four objectives for the return
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leg of the mission. Two involve tests of a valve in a helium pressurization system to characterize
its leak rate. A third will test attitude control maneuvers at a fast rate, and the fourth will test an
attitude control mode that could save propellant. #AER #USA Space News

→ The US Air Force, on December 2, publicly unveiled the B-21 Raider strike bomber. The
B-21 isn’t expected to be operational for several years, but the formal unveiling ceremony
hosted by Northrop Grumman at its production facilities in California is a milestone in the Air
Force’s effort to modernize combat capabilities. The B-21 is designed to be a more capable and
adaptable aircraft that will gradually replace aging B-1 Lancer and B-2 Spirit bombers now in
service. It is the first bomber to be introduced since the end of the Cold War. Air Force officials
envision an ultimate fleet of at least 100 aircraft with an average procurement unit cost req
uirement of $692M. The aircraft is designed with updated stealth capabilities and mission
flexibility that senior leaders say are necessary to achieve the US goal of integrated deterrence
and more advanced capabilities to respond to aggression globally. #AER #USA af.mil

BIOTECHNOLOGY
→ Elon Musk's Neuralink is being investigated by the federal government for potential
animal-welfare violations, according to an investigation. The federal investigation was
launched in recent months at the request of a federal prosecutor by the USDA's Inspector
General. The investigation comes at a time when there is growing employee dissatisfaction with
Neuralink's animal testing, including claims that CEO Musk's pressure to accelerate
development has resulted in botched experiments. Such failed tests have had to be repeated,
increasing the number of animals tested and killed, according to the company’s employees.
#BIO #Geopolitics #USA Reuters

→ Alphabet-owned Isomorphic Labs, an AI drug discovery startup, is expanding its
operations as it approaches its first commercial deal. Its work builds on DeepMind's
scientific breakthrough with AlphaFold2 technology, which can predict the shape of every protein
in the human body with near-perfect accuracy. Isomorphic’s expansion comes amid a surge in
interest in startups promising to use AI-based drug discovery, with funding in the UK and US in
this area jumping to more than $1.6B this year, up from ~$669M in 2017, according to data from
PitchBook. While the AI drug discovery market has seen increased interest in recent years, it is
not immune to this year's tech investment decline. Venture capitalist funding is down 15% from
$2B last year, according to PitchBook data. Isomorphic has hired several executives and staff
from scientific and pharmaceutical backgrounds, as well as machine learning, which develops
computer systems that can learn through data, to lead its work in drug discovery. In addition to
its London headquarters, the company is opening a second office in Lausanne, Switzerland,
which is home to a number of leading pharmaceutical companies such as Roche and Novartis.
Several employees have come from DeepMind, as well as BenevolentAI, Google, and
AstraZeneca.
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#BIO #AI #DIG #USA #GBR #CHE Financial Times

GREEN TECHNOLOGY
→ Venture capitalists in Silicon Valley and other tech hubs are investing money in
nuclear energy for the first time in history, changing its trajectory and pace of innovation.
From 2015 to 2021, total venture capital deal flow in the US increased 54% in terms of deals
closed and 294% by dollar value, according to data compiled by private capital market research
firm Pitchbook. In that same time, climate investing deal flow in the US jumped by 214% in
terms of volume and 1,348% by dollar value. In the nuclear space, investment rose even faster
– 325% by volume and 3,642% by dollar value, according to Pitchbook. Some of the rapid pace
of increase in investments in the nuclear sector is explained by its starting point of virtually zero.
The Inflation Reduction Act that President Joe Biden signed into law in August, which includes
$369B in funding to help combat climate change, has given nuclear investors a significant
positive signal. The IRA investment and production tax credits for clean energy include nuclear,
sending a message to investors that would consider this space. Similarly important, the
European Union voted in July to keep some specific uses of nuclear energy in its taxonomy of
sustainable energy sources. #GRN #USA CNBC

→ Tesla handed over the first of its electric semi trucks to PepsiCo, a milestone for the
automaker more than five years after it unveiled the vehicle. While the majority of the focus
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is on electric passenger vehicles, electrifying big commercial vehicles is crucial to transitioning
to more sustainable transportation. According to Tesla, while combination trucks are just 1% of
the US vehicle fleet, they account for 20% of vehicle emissions. Tesla has designed the semi
around the driver, with a central seating position, room to stand up, and ample storage space.
The company released footage of a 500-mile demonstration run carrying a full load from its
plant in Fremont to San Diego on one charge. To quickly replenish the semi’s battery, Tesla
developed a liquid-cooled cable capable of one-megawatt charging. During Tesla’s last earnings
call, Musk said the company is aiming to produce 50k semis for North America in 2024. He
appears to have taken the product off the back burner after the passing of the Inflation
Reduction Act, which makes tax credits of as much as $40k available to commercial vehicles.
Large fleet operators like PepsiCo, Walmart, Meijer, and J.B. Hunt Transport Services were
among the companies that placed non-binding reservations for the semi starting in 2017. The
first deliveries are going to PepsiCo’s Frito-Lay plant in Modesto, California. Tesla will put the
semi to work carrying freight between the company’s factories in Nevada and California so that
engineers can continually refine the product. #GRN #USA Bloomberg

→ General Motors is installing as many as 40k EV chargers in mostly rural parts of the
US as the company plans to sell exclusively zero-emission passenger vehicles by 2035.
These will not be “Level 3” fast chargers – the sort that can charge an EV to 80% of its battery
capacity in ~30 minutes – but will be slower “Level 2” chargers. They will be installed in places
where EV drivers might leave their vehicles parked for a couple of hours such as parks, sports
venues, or downtown shopping districts. The chargers will have industry-standard J1772
charging plugs that can be used by most EVs, not just GM models. Tesla vehicles will also be
able to use the chargers with an adapter. There are currently about 43k charging stations of this
type in America. If all 40k units are installed, GM’s program would nearly double the current
number of stations. Today, most EVs in the US are sold in coastal areas like New York and
California, so EV chargers tend to be concentrated in urban and suburban parts of the nation
and around major highways where they serve people driving from one city to another. GM is
working with its dealers, many of which are in rural areas away from major coastal cities, to
install chargers in areas that tend to lack them. #GRN #USA CNN

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING
→ China’s massive investment in industrial robotics has put the country in the top
ranking of robot density, surpassing the US for the first time. The number of operational
industrial robots relative to the number of workers hit 322 units per 10k employees in the
manufacturing industry. Today, China ranks fifth place globally while the US ranks ninth, down
from seventh. Robot density in the US rose from 255 units in 2020 to 274 units in 2021.
According to the International Federation of Robotics (IFR), the world’s top 5 most automated
countries in manufacturing 2021 are: South Korea, Singapore, Japan, Germany and China.
#MFG #USA #CHN #KOR #SGP #JPN Businesswire

→ Researchers from MIT, Autodesk Research, and Texas A&M developed a method to
automatically assemble products that's generalizable to a wide range of complex
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real-world assemblies. Their algorithm efficiently determines the order for multi-part assembly,
and then searches for a physically realistic motion path for each step. The researchers built a
large-scale dataset with thousands of physically valid industrial assemblies and motions to test
their method. The proposed method is capable of solving almost all of them, especially
outperforming previous methods by a large margin on rotational assemblies, like screws and
puzzles. With current manufacturing, in a factory or assembly line, everything is typically
hard-coded. Assembling a given product requires manufacturers to precisely control or program
instructions to assemble or disassemble a product. But the researchers bring to light the
possibility of single assembly lines for multiple different products. #MFG #USA Tech Xplore

AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS
→ The UK Royal Navy has given Plymouth company MSubs a contract for $19M to build a
cutting-edge crewless submarine. Britain expects the submarine drone to protect crucial
national infrastructure and surveil underwater activity when it is delivered to the Navy in two
years, according to a statement from the UK's Ministry of Defense. Project Cetus is expected to
expand the Royal Navy's research into autonomous underwater systems. The initial phase in
the creation of an operational autonomous submarine will operate either independently or
alongside crewed submarines, such as the Astute-class hunter-killers and their replacements,
according to the statement. Cetus's maximum operational depth will be greater than that of the
current submarine fleet and it will be able to travel up to 1k miles in a single mission. The
crewless submersible will be the biggest and most sophisticated one ever run by any European
Navy. The vessel's size allows it to fit within a shipping container, enabling global movement to
any region where it is needed. It is also designed to function in sync with all Royal Navy ships,
including those of the UK's allies.
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#AUT #GBR Interesting Engineering

→ Autonomous trucking technology company Kodiak Robotics won a $49.9M contract
from the US Department of Defense to help the Army automate future ground vehicles to
conduct high-risk missions like reconnaissance and surveillance. The two-year contract,
which was awarded by the DoD’s Defense Innovation Unit (DIU) in October, will see Kodiak
develop, test, and deploy autonomous software that can navigate complex, off-road terrain,
diverse operational conditions, and GPS-challenged environments. Ultimately, that software
platform needs to be applicable to different formats and vehicle configurations to serve a variety
of future use cases. As part of the contract, Kodiak will explore different sensor configurations
for different mission profiles – the light emitted from lidar sensors might not be the best for
stealth operations at night. From a technical standpoint, automating a vehicle for surveillance
and recon is easier in many ways than highway driving, as off-road environments do not include
other drivers. While it won’t be hard to avoid collisions, vehicles will often be in environments
they aren’t familiar with, adding some complexity. #AUT #USA TechCrunch

→ Uber announced it would launch a self-driving car service in Las Vegas, further
expanding the ridesharing service's interest in autonomous vehicles. Uber announced the
partnership with the self-driving car startup Motional on Wednesday, December 7. The two
companies had signed a 10-year deal in October to offer driverless rides and have now
launched the service in Las Vegas as the first step to bringing autonomous vehicles online. Las
Vegas users will not be able to book Motional vehicles directly. They will instead have to select
either the "UberX" or "Uber Comfort Electric" options for a chance to be matched. Users will also
be asked to opt-in to being picked up by one of Motional's Hyundai IONIQ 5 EVs. The vehicles
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will first start with safety drivers behind the wheel but will eventually become fully autonomous in
2023. #AUT #USA The Washington Examiner

SEMICONDUCTORS & CHIPS
→ On December 6, President Biden, TSMC leadership, and other official and business
leaders gathered at TSMC’s new $12B Arizona plant to symbolically move the first batch
of equipment onto the shop floor. President Biden's visit to a foreign company's factory
reflects the US' reliance on TSMC to boost American chip manufacturing. The US now produces
about 12% of the world's chips, down from 37% 30 years ago, according to the Semiconductor
Industry Association. Building stronger ties with the US makes political sense for the Taiwanese
chipmaker at a time when Washington and Beijing are at odds. It also enables better
collaboration in the development of new products with clients based in the United States, such
as Apple and Nvidia, according to an analyst. Because American suppliers are either too
expensive or unavailable, TSMC has shipped as much equipment as possible from Taiwan,
including clean-room equipment and chip-making tools. However, TSMC claims that starting
chip production will be difficult due to high costs, a lack of trained personnel, and unexpected
construction snags, among other issues as it rushes to get the factory ready to start production
in December 2023. Despite this, TSMC announced on the same day that it will triple its
investment in the US to $40B by 2026, bringing the world's most advanced chip production
technology to the country. #CHP #SCRM #Geopolitics #USA #TWN WSJ Nikkei Asia

QUANTUM TECHNOLOGY
→ In a breakthrough, scientists at the US Department of Energy’s Fermi National
Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab) have discovered a way to use quantum computers to
look for dark matter. The scientists have discovered a method to detect single photons emitted
by dark matter in the presence of a strong magnetic field using qubits, the main component of
quantum computing systems, as part of the DOE's Office of High Energy Physics QuantISED
initiative. Qubits must be kept at consistently cold temperatures and protected from outside
interference in order to operate at these quantum levels. Because of their extreme sensitivity,
the scientists realized quantum computers could be used to detect dark matter. They recognized
that other dark matter detectors must be shielded in the same way that quantum computers are,
further solidifying the concept. When dark matter particles pass through a strong magnetic field,
they may emit photons, which Chou and his colleagues can detect using superconducting qubits
inside aluminum photon cavities. Because the qubits have been shielded from all other outside
disturbances, scientists can infer that any disturbance caused by a photon was caused by dark
matter flying through the protective layers. So far, the scientists have demonstrated how the
technique works and how sensitive the device is to photons. Their method has advantages over
other sensors, such as the ability to measure multiple photons at the same time to ensure that a
disturbance was not caused by another fluke. The device also has an extremely low noise level,
allowing for increased sensitivity to dark matter signals. They intend to develop a dark matter
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detection experiment and continue to improve the device's design from here. #QNT #AER #USA
SciTechDaily

GEOPOLITICS
→ The US secretly modified the advanced Himars rocket launchers it gave Ukraine so
they cannot be used to fire long-range missiles into Russia – a precaution taken to
reduce the risk of a wider war with Moscow. The US since June has supplied Ukrainian
forces with 20 High Mobility Artillery Rocket System launchers, or Himars, and a large inventory
of satellite-guided rockets with a range of ~50 miles. Those rockets, known as the Guided
Multiple Launch Rocket System, or GMLRS, have been used to strike Russian ammunition
depots, logistics supplies, and command centers on Ukrainian territory. But the Himars
launchers have a unique feature intended to prevent them from becoming even more potent
battlefield systems. US officials say the Pentagon has modified the launchers so they can’t fire
long-range missiles, including the US’s Army Tactical Missile System rockets, or ATACMS,
which have a range of ~200 miles. The previously undisclosed modifications show the lengths
the Biden administration has gone to balance its support for Ukraine’s forces against the risk of
escalation with Moscow. They also reflect apprehensions among administration officials that
their Ukrainian partner might stop keeping its promise not to strike Russian territory with
US-provided weapons. Ukraine’s hopes of acquiring Western aircraft in the near term have also
been rebuffed by the Biden administration, though the US hasn’t ruled out supplying them years
from now after the Ukraine conflict is resolved. According to Russian officials, the US will
become a direct party to the conflict if Washington decides to supply longer-range missiles to
Kyiv. #Geopolitics #USA #RUS #UKR WSJ

→ Google is under fire from officials and legislators in Hong Kong over a pro-democracy
song that is showing up in search results for the national anthem, raising tensions between
US tech giants and authorities as Beijing tries to spread patriotism in the city. Two members of
Hong Kong’s pro-Beijing legislative council in recent days have joined the city’s chief secretary
in criticizing Google for showing the song, “Glory to Hong Kong,” among its top results. Hong
Kong’s official anthem has been China’s “March of The Volunteers'' since Beijing regained
sovereignty over the former British colony 25 years ago. Anti Government protesters in 2019
adopted “Glory to Hong Kong” – before the imposition of a national security law – and it has
featured prominently on Google and YouTube since then. That has led to confusion in recent
weeks at sporting events when the protest anthem was played, angering local officials and
triggering an investigation by the Hong Kong police’s organized crime bureau. According to
officials, Google is unlikely to have intentionally displayed the protest song so prominently, with
algorithms likely pushing the anthem to the top of results due to its popularity. #Geopolitics #DIG
#USA #CHN #HKG WSJ

CYBERSECURITY
→ Last week, over 1k cyber professionals from NATO members and allies around the
world took part in an exercise to test and strengthen cyber defenses. The conflict between
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Russia and Ukraine has heightened the importance of NATO's annual Cyber Coalition exercise,
in which more than 40 member states, allies, and other organizations collaborate to respond to
and recover from simulated cyberattacks on critical infrastructures such as power grids and
ships. The US led air command and control in the exercise, while Romania led on developing
the storyline, the UK took control on the ground, and Poland was in charge of special operations
forces. Almost 150 personnel were on-site for the event, double the number of people last year.
The US Cyber Command and US European Command had about 50 people participating in
person or remotely. The conflict in Ukraine has injected new urgency into questions about how
NATO would respond to a cyberattack on a member state large enough to invoke Article 5.
#Cybersecurity #Geopolitics #USA #EUR #UKR #RUS POLITICO

→ The Russian government is coordinating cyberattacks on Ukrainian critical
infrastructure with missile and other physical strikes as Russian troops retreat from
formerly occupied areas of Ukraine, Microsoft said in a report published on Saturday. The
Kremlin could also seek to expand cyberattacks against Ukraine’s supportive neighbors in an
attempt to disrupt military and humanitarian supply chains and weaken European populations’
support for Kyiv, according to the report. Now, Microsoft claims that campaign could be “a
harbinger of Russia further extending cyberattacks beyond the borders of Ukraine,” with a focus
on “countries and companies that are providing Ukraine with vital supply chains of aid and
weaponry this winter.” The October attacks had limited success — Microsoft said local
defenders and its own experts “helped contain the attack’s impact to less than 20% of one
targeted organization’s network” — but Microsoft assesses that Russian hackers “almost
certainly collected intelligence on supply routes and logistics operations that could facilitate
future attacks.” Russian cyberattacks are targeting the same sectors as Moscow's recent missile
barrages in retaliation for Ukrainian territorial gains, and 55% of the 50 organizations hit by
Russian wiper attacks since February are critical infrastructure companies, according to the
report. #Cybersecurity #Geopolitics #SCRM #USA #RUS #UKR POLITICO

→ Chinese hackers have stolen tens of millions of dollars worth of US COVID relief
benefits since 2020, according to the US Secret Service. The Chinese hacking team that is
reportedly responsible is known within the security research community as APT41 (Winnti).
APT41 is a prolific cybercriminal group that has conducted a mix of government-backed cyber
intrusions and financially motivated data breaches, according to experts. Several members of
the hacking group were indicted in 2019 and 2020 by the DOJ for spying on over 100
companies, including software development companies, telecommunications providers, social
media firms, and video game developers. #Cybersecurity #Geopolitics #USA #CHN Reuters

SUPPLY CHAINS
→ Supply chain snarls are threatening to break a seven-year run of rising global arms
sales, even with increasing demand from Russia’s war in Ukraine and simmering
Taiwan-related tensions. Sales by the world’s 100 largest defense companies rose 1.9% last
year to $592B, slowing from pre-pandemic levels and led by gains among suppliers in Europe
and Asia. US companies fill the first five spots in the top 10 ranking, with China taking another
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four. Revenues at the largest US companies in the ranking fell last year as parts and labor
shortages introduced challenges in the fall, concerns that many executives expect to persist into
2023. The slowdown in sales amid an increase in demand speaks to the larger challenges of an
industrial base geared to peacetime production. While Ukraine’s allies have pumped billions of
dollars of existing arms stocks into the country, worker and supply-chain challenges, as well as
obsolete components, are hampering efforts to refill inventories. The concern about US
companies’ ability to meet rising demand extends beyond Ukraine. The US is also facing a
nearly $19B backlog in arms sales to Taiwan. #SCRM #USA #CHN #TWN #RUS #UKR WSJ
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